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QUEENS MEMORY ORAL HISTORY TRANSCRIPTION STYLE GUIDE  
Adapted from Columbia University’s Center for Oral History Research’s Oral History Transcrip�on Style Guide (2022), the Archives of 
American Art’s Oral History Program Style Guide (2022) and Baylor University’s Ins�tute for Oral History’s Style Guide (2018). 

  

Paragraph Breaks  
Listen for changes of subject and for transi�ons in the speaker’s train of thought. Try to avoid overly long 
paragraphs, as they become difficult for readers to clearly understand. When a speaker’s words span mul�ple 
pages, at least two paragraph breaks per page is a good place to start  
  

False Starts  
False starts include both sentences and words that are cut short before comple�on. False starts most frequently 
occur when a person has misspoken, in which case they will o�en stop and correct themselves. False starts may 
also occur when one thought is interrupted by another as the person is speaking. In such cases, once the 
interrup�ng thought is expressed, the speaker will o�en repeat and complete the ini�al thought.   
If repeated a�er the interrup�ng thought, the ini�al false start can be omited.   

On recording: Mom made the best—dad couldn’t stand them, but mom made the best pancakes In 
transcript: Dad couldn’t stand them, but mom made the best pancakes.  

If the speaker does not return to the ini�al thought, the false start should be transcribed in the text.  

Interviewee: Mom made the best—dad couldn’t stand them, though.  

If a false start, regardless of whether it is subsequently corrected or completed, contributes valuable meaning to 
the text, it should not be omited from the transcript. Instead, punctuate the break in the sentence with an em-
dash. Also, inten�onal repe��on of phrases for emphasis should be preserved.  

  

Unfinished Sentences  
As opposed to false starts, unfinished sentences are neither misspoken nor interrupted thought. While they are 
incomplete writen clauses, they may represent complete spoken thoughts or expressions. Punctuate the end of 
an unfinished sentence with an em-dash. Do not use ellipses.   

Interviewee: It was just [snaps]—he was always that quick about it. Interviewee: Well, 

I’m afraid of heights, so—  

  
Unclear   
When a speaker’s words cannot be deciphered in the recording, even a�er mul�ple reviews, mark such moment 
[unclear] in-line with the text.  

Interviewee: She’d call some�mes [unclear] if I couldn’t [unclear].  

  

https://queensmemory.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/CCOHRTranscriptStyleGuide2022.pdf
https://www.aaa.si.edu/documentation/oral-history-program-style-guide
https://www.baylor.edu/content/services/document.php?id=14142
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Phone�c  
Phone�c nota�on may be used when a complete name or proper spelling could not be verified in the transcript 
review process. Insert [phone�c] to the immediate right of the word or phrase it refers to.   

Interviewee: Candace [phone�c] was a neighbor when I was a kid.  

  

Crosstalk   
When mul�ple speakers talk over each other to the point where the recording is unclear, mark such moments as 
[crosstalk] in-line with the text.   

Interviewer: That couldn’t [crosstalk]— Interviewee: —
[crosstalk] back then.  

When mul�ple speakers talk over each other, but their words are not unclear, represent their simultaneous 
speech as a series of sequen�al interjec�ons using em-dashes.  

Interviewer: That couldn’t have been— Interviewee: 
Well, it was Adam— Interviewer: —it was Adam?  
Interviewee: —because I wasn’t working back then.  

  

Parenthe�cal Statements and Asides  
Slight breaks in a sentence, such as interjec�ons, parenthe�cal statements, and nonrestric�ve clauses, can be 
enclosed in commas.   

Interviewee: He screamed as loud as he could, which wasn’t that loud, but they got the point.  

Stronger breaks, such as asides for explana�on or comment, can be enclosed in em-dashes.   

Interviewee: I had a teacher—I think her name was Alexis—who really taught me about this.  

  
Vernacular Language  
The diversity of English vernacular is only growing, and the challenge of oral history transcrip�on is to portray 
this diversity without imposing biases on the text.   

1) Maintain a consistent approach. Be as transparent as possible about the methods of that approach so 
that future readers may clearly interpret the source.  

2) Spoken words o�en run together, and some leters may go un-pronounced. Non-standard contrac�ons 
(goin’, woulda) should be transcribed as they are said by the speaker.  

3) Slang words or phrases may be unclear to people outside their common social or geographical groups. 
Provide clarifica�on, if necessary, in brackets the first �me each word appears in the interview’s 
transcript.   
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4) Non-standard words of agreement and disagreement (yeah, yep, nope, nah) should be transcribed as 
they are said by the speaker, unless they are said so frequently, they qualify as “filler” sounds (see 
below)  

 

Profanity and Content Warnings 
The transcript is meant to reflect the speaker’s spoken words, including profanity and objec�onable language. 
Keep their words as they are spoken and do not alter.  
If you have any concerns or need to stop edi�ng a transcript, please let us know. 

For any transcripts with offensive language, include this note at the top of the transcript: 

“Some language in this transcript may be offensive. The transcript is a verba�m presenta�on of what was said in 
the original audio recording. Statements by interview par�cipants do not necessarily reflect the views of Queens 
Memory Project, Queens Public Library, or Queens College CUNY.” 

 

Foreign Language Words and Phrases  
Spell and capitalize foreign language words as they would commonly be spelled and capitalized in their place of 
origin, and set them in italics.   
Provide a transla�on of the word or phrase, in brackets, the first �me it appears in the interview.  

Interviewee: He just said, “Addio [goodbye].”  

Proper nouns, however, are the excep�on. Do not italicize foreign language proper nouns, such as places, 
ins�tu�ons, companies, and brand names.  

Interviewee: We had always dreamed of seeing The Ka’bah one day.  

  

“Filler” Sounds  
Sounds of encouragement or agreement (uh-huh, mmm-hmm, yup), disagreement (uh-uh) and ques�oning 
(hmm?) are o�en used reflexively in conversa�on and may be used by an interviewer while an interviewee 
speaks, or vice versa. These sounds are likely to cluter a transcript and should be omited in most cases if they 
don’t add meaning to the transcript.  
In most cases, any meaning these types of uterances carry is beter expressed in the recording of the interview 
than in the transcript, and they do not need to be transcribed.  

Likewise, “Pause Fillers” or sounds or words vocalized as a speaker thinks of what to say next,  (uh,um, hmm, like, 
you know) do not communicate meaning and can be omited.  
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Non-verbal Communica�on  
This may include ac�ons and gestures, affect, and other expressive sounds, as well as nota�ons of modified 
speech, such as singing.   

Interviewee: The song goes—[sings] “lavender’s blue dilly, dilly—” slowly, like that.  

Interviewee: She talked [imitates accent] like this.  

Do not include environmental sounds, such as sirens or ringing phones, or other incidental noises made by the 
speakers, such as coughs or sneezes, unless such occurrences explicitly become part of the conversa�on.   

Nota�on of non-verbal communica�on must be clear, consistent, and must avoid editorializing or 
overinterpre�ng. For example, write [laughs], not [giggles] or [smirks]. Write [shows emo�on], not [gets choked 
up] or [begins to weep]. Insert nota�on in-line, as with any other word in a speaker’s sentence.  

Examples of common nota�ons and their use:  

[laughs]—The speaker laughs.  

[laughter]—Mul�ple speakers laugh together.  

[sighs] [gasps]—The speaker uses breath in an inten�onal way.  

[imitates sound of an airplane] [makes sound of gunfire]—The speaker imitates a specific sound.  

[pause]—There is a notable pause in dialogue. Do not use ellipses (…) to indicate a pause.  

[snaps] [imitates gesture] [refers to picture]—The speaker does a specific ac�on.  

[sings] [imitates accent] [shouts]—The speaker modifies their speech in a specific way.  

  
 
Correc�ons, Clarifica�ons and Contextual Notes 
When you need to insert a correc�on, clarifica�on or note for context, use brackets around the full note and 
include an atribu�on, when needed.  
 
When a correc�on requires extensive nota�on, please bring this to a Queens Memory staff member to consult 
on how best to proceed. 
 
Example - Correc�on by Interviewee: 
 

Interviewer: When you immigrated in 1961 [1962, corrected by interviewee], what were your first 
impressions? 

 
Example – Correc�on by transcript editor: 
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Interviewee: Chris Rose [Dr. Christopher Rosa, who was a former CUNY interim vice chancellor for 
Student Affairs, corrected by transcript editor] made men�on of that.  

 
Example – Correc�on by researcher: 
 

Interviewee: My family arrived at Ellis Island in March 1907. Someone in the family looked it up, I think it 
was the busiest year, maybe the busiest month, at Ellis Island. [1907 was the busiest year at Ellis Island, 
and April 17, 1907 was the busiest day in Ellis Island’s history, according to the Na�onal Park Service. A 
researcher who consulted this interview noted this correc�on.]  

 
 
Acronyms 
Spell out acronyms in full whenever possible. For acronyms that are widely known, like CUNY or NYC, the full 
name should be noted in brackets, without atribu�on. For those that are not widely known, consult the 
interviewee, if possible, and include an atribu�on in the clarifica�on. 
 
Example – Clarifica�on of acronym that does not require atribu�on 
 

Interviewee: During my �me at CUNY [City University of New York], I met many future colleagues. 
 
Example – Clarifica�on of acronym that does require atribu�on 
 

Interviewee: I joined F.L.I.G.H.T. [Filipinos Living to Ins�ll Growth, Honor, and Tradi�on, a student club at 
Queens College, per interviewee] early in my second semester when I was a freshman. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Updated 10/24/23 
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